SDI Panther
Sharing Made Easy

SDI Panther products enable users to quickly and easily print or create PDF files and
PowerPoint™ presentations from multiple documents.
Our tools make sharing information efficient, faster and easier. Every product of the
Panther family supports CGM, PDF, EMF, PostScript, DWG/DXF, AI, TIFF, JPEG, PNG,
GIF, HTML, TXT , RTF and Microsoft Word™ file formats.
All the applications include Panther View, a preview tool that allows users to view,
pan and zoom CGM files in the preview pane of Windows Explorer.

Meet Panther PPT
Benefits of Panther PPT

Panther PPT allows users to create
PowerPoint™ presentations –slide-byslide—from a variety of graphic file types in
a few easy steps. Simply select the files in
Windows Explorer and then either rightclick and select Panther PPT or drag & drop
to the interface window. Users can then
add, re-order or delete files prior to
creating the PPT output.
In Panther PPT, users can also change the
size of the slides. The graphics will maintain
their proportions and simply
scale to the desired size.
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 Superior output quality.
 Faster than inserting screen captures.
 Multi-page documents automatically create a multi-slide se-

quence.
 Simply drag and drop to desktop icon or right-click file in Ex-

plorer.
 Panther PPT supports slide templates.
 Low cost, individual, site or corporate licensing.
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Meet Panther PDF

Benefits of Panther PDF

Panther PDF simplifies the process of
sharing information by quickly and easily
combining data, regardless of the graphics
format, into a single multi-page PDF.
Simply select a group of files in Windows
Explorer and either right-click or drag and
drop to the desktop icon. The input data
can be single or multi-page, 2D or 3D files
and can be added to, re-ordered or deleted
before creating the PDF output.

Meet Panther Print

 Converts multiple formats in one step.
 Combines all documents into a single PDF.
 Vector data is retained for optimum quality.
 Low cost individual, site or corporate licensing.

Benefits of Panther Print

Panther Print provides the most effective
means of producing high quality output on
desktop and wide format printers.
An intuitive dialog box provides thumbnail
view depicting orientation and scaling
relative to selected page or roll size for
true WYSIWYG output that reduces waste.
Patented APS roll size support for wide
format printers eliminates inconvenient
and time consuming setup of custom page
sizes.

 Simplified user interface.
 Thumbnail view saves time and media.
 Output can be scaled and rotated.
 Roll size support avoids inconvenience of creating custom page

sizes.
 Supports long plots (500+ ft / 150+ m)
 Export options creates CGM, PDF and EMF output.
 Removes gaps from multi-page PDF well logs.

Requirements
Operating System:

Windows 7, 8/8.1, 10,
32 & 64-bit versions.
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